
By Jon Enyeart

The Rochester 2G carburetor was introduced in 1955 and was used in
various applications by all GM divisions through 1979. It is easily identifiable
by the words “2 Jet” on the air horn (lid). This carburetor was made in two
base sizes. The original “early” size has center to center stud dimensions of
2” x 3-¼” and a bore size of 1-7/16”. The larger base stud dimensions are
2” x 3-¾” with a bore size of 1-11/16”. In all, 5 cfm (cubic feet per minute)
sizes were produced, ranging from 278 cfm to 435 cfm (see chart on page
11 for details). The difference in cfm allowed the versatility of this unit to be
factory installed on smaller engines such as the Chevrolet 265 and 283
cubic-inchers. The largest 2Gs were used on the Chevy 400 and Pontiac,
Olds, and Buick 455 engines in the early ’70s. 

By designation, there were three versions of the “2 Jet”:

• 2G has a manual choke
• 2GC has an integral choke assembly with black choke cap
• 2GV has a remote mounted choke assembly (on the intake manifold) with
a vacuum pull-off
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2-BARREL

This original Rochester 2G has definitely earned its keep
over the decades, and it shows. The best part is all that
grease – it has preserved the carburetor and protected it
from corrosion and other various maladies.
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Whether you call it a Tri-power, a six pack, or triple two-barrels, multiple
carburetion is considered a high performance package. Even if they do run
poorly, the “eye candy” appeal under the hood is unmistakable. Like most
multiple carburetion, the Rochester 2G carburetors in this application do not
work very well. In an effort to keep tuning simple for service technicians,
only the center carburetor was made with an idle circuit. A person only
needs to adjust the two idle mixture screws, just like any other two or four-
barrel single carburetor.

The problem with this is that the two outboards still leaked air around the
four throttle plates and no matter how precisely aligned they were, a lean
air/fuel mixture was delivered to the front and rear cylinders. This resulted in
a rough idle. With precision plate alignment and some internal engineering
improvements, this issue can be minimized, but the engines will never idle
perfectly - it just won’t happen.

A second problem exists with the Tri-power set up. On all but a few Pontiac
and Olds manual transmission applications, the outboard carburetors are
opened by a large diaphragm. The driver has no direct control of the
opening. Venturi vacuum is supplied to this diaphragm through a vacuum
slider switch. The system works on the speed of the air going through the
center carburetor. By producing venturi vacuum, and at higher throttle
positions, the two outboard carburetors open. The problem is not with the
system, but with the drivers and mechanics who simply do not understand
the system’s workings. They typically remove the vacuum diaphragm and

TRI-POWER

Saving the 2G
The Rochester 2G (2-barrel) unit was torn down, inspected,
cleaned, electroplated using the zinc dichromate process,
then reassembled. The carb was also recalibrated for using
today’s unleaded gas, and checked for problems like
hesitation, flat spots, hard, hot starting, etc.
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Introduced in 1965, the Quadrajet is the only four-barrel carburetor that
performed well during the 1960s, through tighter emissions in the 1970s,
and lent itself to electronic feedback in the 1980s. The Quadrajet takes
advantage of its “spreadbore” design to offer very good fuel economy and
outstanding performance. Spreadbore means that it has small primary bores
and much larger secondary bores. Most versions have 1-3/8” diameter
primaries (very few had 1-7/16” primaries) and all have giant 2-¼”
secondaries. During normal driving, the engine operates off the small
primaries. Following the laws of physics, the higher the velocity of air
through the venturis, the more efficiently you can meter fuel. With the small
primaries in this carb you can take a 5,000 pound Cadillac or Olds 98 and
achieve 16-17 mpg, which is not bad at all considering the heft of the
vehicle. When the driver gets in a hurry however, the huge secondaries
open and you can pretty much watch the gas gauge move. The “air valve”
type secondary had two controlling features.

• The secondary throttle plates are directly controlled by the gas pedal. You
can bang them open on demand
• The air valve plate at the top would open in reaction to the open
secondary throttle plates at the bottom. The opening rate is crucial

Very few people understand the secondary operation and a lot of nicknames
developed, such as “Quadrajunk”. This could not be further from the truth.
The “Q-jet” is an excellent overall performer and is very tunable to do
whatever you would like to do with it. It has been said that Rochester
Products manufactured about 120,000,000 Quadrajets in about 30 plus
years. All 120 million had some issues:

• Are hard starting when hot
• Are prone to hesitations and flat spots on acceleration
• Rough idle, due to gasoline differences from 40 years ago

With modern tuning techniques however, just about every one of these
issues can be rectified. Your mighty Q-jet can still thrive in today’s jungle!

QUADRAJET (4-BARREL)

the slider switch and then fabricate various “manual” linkage apparatuses to
open the outboards. Not professional engineering by any stretch and you
can only imagine the complications arising here!

2-barrel overall analysis
The 2G carburetor is adequate. It is not a great performer and does not get
particularly good gas mileage. It has shown to be very reliable though and
with a 25 year production history, it’s more than proven its mettle. 

photo courtesy Tom Shaw

Quadrajet overall analysis
The Rochester Quadrajet has its good and bad points (as mentioned
above), but overall it is a tireless workhorse that delivers great performance
and bulletproof reliability. 

The mighty Quadrajet’s “spreadbore” design. Massive
secondaries dwarf the primaries.
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Source:
Pony Carburetors, Inc.
112 Westgate Street
Las Cruces, NM 88005
1-800-431-1612
www.ponycarburetors.com

Rochester Carburetor flow ratings cfm

Quadrajet: Air flow at 90o air-valve opening
1-3/32-in. venturi (primary) 750
1-7/32-in. venturi (primary) 800

Dualjet
1-3/32-in. venturi 227
1-7/32-in. venturi 287

Varajet (staged 2-barrel)
28mm primary 375
30mm primary 397

Model 2G: 1-1/4-in. flange, 1-7/16-in. throttle bore,
1-3/32-in. venturi 278

Model 2G: 1-1/2-in. flange, 1-11/16-in. throttle bore,
1-3/16-in. venturi 352
1-1/4-in. venturi 381
1-5/16-in. venturi 423
1-3/8-in. venturi 435

Model 4G: Throttle bore & venturi size in inches
1-7/16 – 1-1/8 primary; 1-7/16 – 1-1/4 secondary 486
1-7/16 – 1-1/8 primary; 1-11/16 – 1-15/32 secondary 553
1-9/16 – 1-1/8 primary; 1-11/16 – 1-15/32 secondary 692

Monojet
1-7/16-in. throttle bore, 1-7/32-in. venturi 160
1-11/16-in. throttle bore, 1-5/16-in. venturi 210
1-11/16-in. throttle bore, 1-1/2-in. venturi 250

NOTE: 
4-barrels rated at 1.5-in.Hg pressure drop
2-barrels rated at 3.0-in.Hg pressure drop
1-barrels rated at 3.0-in.Hg pressure drop


